Violence in the world

There is a lot of violence in the world and it is affecting a lot of people. A lot of the time it even affects the people in the family to see their little 14 and 15 year old child in gangs that means that they never get to see them that often like they did before.

It's affecting the family members because they don't have the person that they had before they and they don't want to be getting phone calls at night that their son or daughter are in jail and they have to go and bail them out if they bail them out.

I think it's because they say that they are not going to do it again and the parents believe it and then two weeks later they are getting the same phone calls over again wouldn't you be sick of it?

I think that the causes of youth violence are that kids get bullied at school at home and on the road. That lead them to think that they need to do
it back to people because they took so much from them and they take it out on innocence people. other causes of youth violence is that you want to feel powerful like you are apart of a family and young people think that joining a gang can help them but is doesn't it only make it worse because you are making people force you to do thing that you would never think you would do in a million years.

I think there are a lot of thing that I can do about youth violence like we can make more programs fun programs that young adult can do and they can get stuff off your mind they can play stuff like basketball they can even have basketball game every week. They can have a football team an swimming teams there is a lot more stuff that can stop youth violence you know that it is not going to stop completely but you know that some of it will be going away. Do you want to stop youth violence or you just going sit and watch while innocent people die?